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Description
Her name isn’t Cordelia, her hair isn’t black, and she has no parents. These are the tragical facts of Anne Shirley’s life until
she comes to Green Gables and faces another: she’s a girl.
Marilla and Matthew Cuthbert wanted a boy to help with the farm work but of all the things Anne can imagine, leaving
Green Gables isn’t one of them. She’ll do anything to stay – talk less, pay more attention, control her temper. At least she’ll
try to.
Part of the Anne of Green Gables Complete Collection by L. M. Montgomery. A tale of literature’s most famous redhead and
her colourful imagination. An excellent introduction to classic literature and perfect for readers aged 9+.

Sales Points
• Includes two rarely published titles
• The series that inspired the hit TV show
• Beautiful covers that modernise the collection
• Great introduction to classic literature

Promotional Information
• The cover reveal involves key social media influencers
• Sponsored Instagram posts will be posted to celebrate key dates
• Sweet Cherry will publish a blog post on fictional redheaded heroes, including Anne
• On publication day there will be competitions on Facebook and Twitter
• The book trailer will be advertised on YouTube, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram as well as posted on the World Book Day
website
• Anne of Green Gables will feature on a bookmark promoting classic literature developed by Sweet Cherry
A uthor b iog r a p hy
Lucy Maud Montgomery was a Canadian author best known for writing the classic Anne of Green Gables series. First introduced in
1908, the character of the redheaded orphan Anne Shirley was an immediate and enduring success. The books have sold in
excess of 50 million copies in more than 30 languages. The books’ setting of Prince Edward Island continues to be a landmark for
literary pilgrimage. Montgomery published 20 novels and hundreds of short stories and poems in her lifetime.
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